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Quantifying Phishing Susceptibility for Detection
and Behavior Decisions
Casey Inez Canfield, Baruch Fischhoff, and Alex Davis,
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Objective: We use signal detection theory to measure vulnerability to phishing attacks, including variation in
performance across task conditions.
Background: Phishing attacks are difficult to prevent
with technology alone, as long as technology is operated
by people. Those responsible for managing security risks
must understand user decision making in order to create
and evaluate potential solutions.
Method: Using a scenario-based online task, we performed two experiments comparing performance on two
tasks: detection, deciding whether an e-mail is phishing, and
behavior, deciding what to do with an e-mail. In Experiment
1, we manipulated the order of the tasks and notification
of the phishing base rate. In Experiment 2, we varied which
task participants performed.
Results: In both experiments, despite exhibiting cautious behavior, participants’ limited detection ability left
them vulnerable to phishing attacks. Greater sensitivity
was positively correlated with confidence. Greater willingness to treat e-mails as legitimate was negatively correlated with perceived consequences from their actions
and positively correlated with confidence. These patterns
were robust across experimental conditions.
Conclusion: Phishing-related decisions are sensitive
to individuals’ detection ability, response bias, confidence,
and perception of consequences. Performance differs
when people evaluate messages or respond to them but
not when their task varies in other ways.
Application: Based on these results, potential interventions include providing users with feedback on their
abilities and information about the consequences of phishing, perhaps targeting those with the worst performance.
Signal detection methods offer system operators quantitative assessments of the impacts of interventions and their
residual vulnerability.
Keywords: signal detection theory, cybersecurity, vigilance, perception-action, metacognition
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Introduction

Phishing is among the top cyberattack vectors
(Symantec, 2016; Verizon Communications,
2016) threatening individuals, corporations, and
critical infrastructure (Wueest, 2014). These
attacks are designed to trick users into thinking
an e-mail or website is legitimate and to convince them to divulge usernames and passwords
or to inadvertently install malware by clicking
on malicious links or attachments. Depending
on the level of deception involved, it can be
difficult to screen such messages automatically.
As a result, human judgment plays a role in all
cybersecurity systems and, by many accounts,
is its weakest link (CERT, 2013; Cranor, 2008).
We use signal detection theory (SDT) methods
to assess phishing vulnerability by treating phishing detection as a vigilance task (Mackworth,
1948; See, Howe, Warm, & Dember, 1995; Warm,
Parasuraman, & Matthews, 2008). SDT has been
used in a wide variety of contexts, including baggage screening (Wolfe, Brunelli, Rubinstein, &
Horowitz, 2013), sexual intent (Farris, Treat,
Viken, & McFall, 2008), medical decision making
(Mohan, Rosengart, Farris, Fischhoff, & Angus,
2012), environmental risk perception (Dewitt, Fischhoff, Davis, & Broomell, 2015), and phishing
detection (Kaivanto, 2014; Kumaraguru, Sheng,
Acquisti, Cranor, & Hong, 2010; Mayhorn &
Nyeste, 2012; Sheng, Holbrook, Kumaraguru,
Cranor, & Downs, 2010; Welk et al., 2015). By
quantifying performance, SDT offers metrics for
analyzing system vulnerability as well as for
designing and evaluating interventions to reduce
it, such as training, incentives, and task restructuring (Mumpower & McClelland, 2014; Swets,
Dawes, & Monahan, 2000). Such research meets a
growing need to integrate human decision making
and perceptual ability into cybersecurity systems
(Boyce et al., 2011; Proctor & Chen, 2015).
The premise of SDT is the need to separate
users’ sensitivity or d′ (i.e., their ability to tell
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whether an e-mail is phishing) from their response
bias or c (i.e., their tendency to treat an e-mail as
phishing) (Macmillan & Creelman, 2004). Accuracy measures, such as the number or proportion
of successful phishing attacks, are incomplete
because they ignore other objectives, such as
opening legitimate e-mails promptly. SDT accommodates the inevitable trade-off between hit rates
(H, correctly identifying a signal) and false-alarm
rates (FA, incorrectly identifying noise as signals).
The present study demonstrates a procedure
for estimating individual users’ sensitivity and
response bias for phishing, in examining performance on two interrelated tasks: (a) detection,
deciding whether an e-mail is legitimate, and (b)
behavior, deciding what to do with an e-mail.
Unlike many signal detection tasks, where the
contingent behavior is straightforward (e.g.,
rescreening detected bags entails minimal costs
for false positives; Wolfe et al., 2007), with
phishing, detection and behavior decisions are
not uniquely coupled. For example, not falling
for a phishing e-mail might reflect discrimination or disinterest. As a result, we study detection and behavior separately in order to assess
their respective contributions to vulnerability.
Because behavior has more immediate consequences than detection, we expected greater
caution with behavior (Lynn & Barrett, 2014).
However, we had no reason to expect differences in sensitivity, unless the more immediate
consequences of the behavior task elicit greater
effort, revealing discrimination ability not
tapped by detection.
Factors That Influence Signal Detection
Estimates

Previous signal detection research has identified a variety of task, individual, and environmental variables that can affect performance (Ballard,
1996). Here, we study behavior as a function of
participants’ awareness of two such variables: (a)
signal base rate (i.e., how frequently the signal
appears) and (b) costs for correct and incorrect choices (Coombs, Dawes, & Tversky, 1970;
Macmillan & Creelman, 2004). These variables
have typically had effects consistent with rational
decision making. For example, people are more
likely to identify a stimulus as noise for low-baserate events, where it is unlikely to be a signal.
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Conversely, people are more likely to identify
a stimulus as a signal when missing a signal is
more costly and a false alarm is less costly (Lynn
& Barrett, 2014; Maddox, 2002; Navalpakkam,
Koch, & Perona, 2009).
The base rate and costs are related to response
bias in the following equation, combining Equation 6.4 in Coombs et al. (1970) and Equation
2.6 in Macmillan and Creelman (2004):
P ( x|s ) 1 − p  CFA + CTN 
cd ′
≥

 =β=e
P ( x|n )
p  CM + CH 
The first term is the likelihood ratio of a stimulus
being a signal (s) or noise (n); p is the base rate of
the signal; the bracketed term is the cost ratio,
incorporating the cost of false alarms (FA), true
negatives (TN), misses (M), and hits (H); and β is
a measure of bias related to c and d′ (as seen in the
final term). When the likelihood ratio is greater
than β, an observer should treat the stimulus as a
signal. Assuming that d′ remains constant with
changes in task, c should respond to changes in p
and the cost ratio (Lynn & Barrett, 2014). We consider both task features in the study design.
Signal base rate. Due to the volume of legitimate e-mail traffic and the use of automatic
screening programs, phishing e-mails typically
have a low base rate (<1%; Symantec, 2016;
Verizon Communications, 2016). In the context
of baggage screening, Wolfe et al. (2007)
describe a prevalence effect, whereby users are
biased toward identifying stimuli as noise when
there is a low base rate, leading to low hit and
false-alarm rates. The demands of experimental
research typically lead to tasks with artificially
high base rates (e.g., Mohan et al., 2012) in order
to keep costs down and participants engaged.
Participants are, however, typically not told the
base rate, leaving it unclear whether they assume
a low base rate (as in their lives) or a much
higher one due to the experimental context
(“They wouldn’t ask me to look for phishing
e-mails if they weren’t going to present them
fairly often”). They may also infer the base rate
based on their intuitions regarding whether
experimental stimuli are signals or noise (Wolfe
et al., 2007). Here, we examine the effects
of explicitly informing participants that the
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phishing base rate is 50%. If participants who
receive no notice infer a 50% base rate, then
notification should have little effect. If they infer
a lower base rate, then their c should be much
higher, indicating less caution regarding attacks.
Costs. The consequences of successful phishing can vary widely across domains. The cost of
failed detection could be very high, as with critical
infrastructure (e.g., an electrical grid blackout), or
fairly low, as with a personal laptop (e.g., an
annoying virus). Often, users have little direct
guidance about those consequences beyond general cautionary messages (Carpenter, Zhu, &
Kolimi, 2014). They may also have limited opportunities to learn from experience, as when time
separates the attack and its damage or when users
provide portals to attack distant targets. Incentives
may also be misaligned, as when individuals bear
the costs of avoidance actions, whereas the benefits accrue to the system (e.g., Herley, 2009, discusses rational rejection of security advice).
In detection tasks without a clear payoff structure, participants typically try to maximize accuracy (Maddox, 2002), which would produce c = 0
(at a 50% base rate). However, phishing avoidance
is an everyday task. In order to capture participants’ natural cost expectations, as best we could,
we did not impose a cost structure but compared c
for the detection and behavior tasks, expecting less
caution for the former, with its reduced costs.
Within each task, we expected individual participants’ c values to be correlated with their judgments of the consequences of falling for a phishing
attack. For the participants notified of the 50%
base rate, we assume that β equals the cost ratio. If
the base rate notification condition has no effect,
we can make the same assumption for the participants without the notice. If the costs of hits (correctly identifying phishing e-mails) and true negatives (correctly identifying legitimate e-mails) are
minimal, then β > 1 (and hence c > 0) implies a
cost ratio with lower costs for misses and greater
costs for false alarms. Thus, participants who judge
the consequences of misses to be worse should
have β < 1 and a negative (or more cautious) c.
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disrupt that application, attackers choose cues
designed to evoke heuristic thinking and reduce
systematic processing. For recipients who stop to
examine messages, and possess requisite knowledge or experience, potentially useful cues include
the sender, embedded URLs, grammar, spelling,
sense of urgency, and subject line. Studies have,
indeed, shown less susceptibility among individuals who pay greater attention to message cues,
invest more cognitive effort, have more knowledge and experience, and are more suspicious
(Luo, Zhang, Burd, & Seazzu, 2013; Mayhorn &
Nyeste, 2012; Pattinson, Jerram, Parsons, McCormac, & Butavicius, 2012; Sheng et al., 2010;
Vishwanath, Herath, Chen, Wang, & Rao, 2011;
Wang, Herath, Chen, Vishwanath, & Rao, 2012;
Welk et al., 2015; Wright et al., 2009; Wright &
Marett, 2010). Rather than manipulate message
features in order to determine participants’ sensitivity to them, we use naturalistic stimuli, meant
to capture everyday covariation among the cues.
We assess participants’ overall feeling for their
discrimination ability by eliciting their confidence
in their judgment, expecting more confident participants to be more knowledgeable, although not
perfectly calibrated (Dhamija, Tygar, & Hearst,
2006; Lichtenstein & Fischhoff, 1980; Sheng
et al., 2007). We also use a measure of dispositional suspiciousness, expecting those higher on
that trait to perceive worse consequences and be
more cautious but not to differ in their discrimination ability.
Aim of Study

We demonstrate an approach applying SDT
to phishing detection with two interrelated tasks,
detection and behavior in response to phishing,
and manipulating three task variables: (a) which
task comes first, detection or behavior (Experiment 1); (b) whether participants perform both
tasks (Experiment 1) or just one (Experiment
2); and (c) whether participants are told, or must
infer, the base rate of phishing messages. For each
stimulus, we measure participants’ confidence,
judgments of consequences, and response time.
Method

Factors That Influence Phishing
Susceptibility

Sample

Individuals’ performance reflects both their
ability and how well they apply it. In order to

We recruited participants from U.S. Amazon
Mechanical Turk (mTurk), a crowd-sourced
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digital marketplace often used for behavioral
research (Paolacci, Chandler, & Ipeirotis, 2010).
Although mTurk samples are not representative
of the general U.S. population, they are more
varied than convenience samples, like university students (Crump, McDonnell, & Gureckis,
2013; Mason & Suri, 2012). Often, mTurk studies recruit some participants who click through
tasks without performing them or perform multiple tasks simultaneously, devoting limited
attention to each (Downs, Holbrook, Sheng,
& Cranor, 2010). As a result, we use attention
checks to measure participants’ engagement.
This research complied with the American Psychological Association Code of Ethics and was
approved by the Institutional Review Board at
Carnegie Mellon University. Informed consent
was obtained from each participant.
Design

Following the scenario-based design of Kumaraguru et al. (2010) and Pattinson et al. (2012),
participants reviewed e-mails of a fictitious persona. To reduce participant burden and study
costs, phishing e-mails appear at a high base
rate (50%), relative to real-world settings (<1%).
We randomly assigned participants to conditions
created by crossing three task variables: (a) task
order (Experiment 1 only), (b) task type (Experiment 2 only), and (c) notification of base rate.
Stimuli

Participants reviewed e-mails on behalf of
Kelly Harmon, an employee at the fictional
Soma Corporation, about whom they received a
brief description. Phishing e-mails were adapted
from public archives and descriptions in news
articles. Each contained one or more of the
following features often associated with phishing: (a) impersonal greeting, (b) suspicious
URLs with a deceptive name or IP address, (c)
unusual content based on the ostensible sender
and subject, (d) requests for urgent action, and
(e) grammatical errors or misspellings (Downs,
Holbrook, & Cranor, 2006). The URL was the
most valid cue for identifying a phishing e-mail.
Legitimate e-mails were adapted from personal
e-mails and example e-mails on the Internet,
leading to some phishing cues appearing in
legitimate e-mails (e.g., misspelling). Figure 1
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Figure 1. A phishing e-mail with all five cues.

shows a phishing e-mail. We randomized the
use of personal greetings across all e-mails but
did not systematically vary other cues. All stimuli mimicked the Gmail format and appear in
the supplementary materials, available at http://
hfs.sagepub.com/supplemental.
Measures

Before viewing the stimuli, participants saw
one of two messages regarding the base rate:
“Approximately half of the e-mails are phishing e-mails” or “Phishing e-mails are included”
(notification of base rate). In Experiment 1,
participants answered the following questions
for each e-mail: (a) “Is this a phishing e-mail?”
(yes/no; detection), (b) “What would you do if
you received this e-mail?” (with multiple-choice
options from Sheng et al., 2010; behavior),
(c) “How confident are you in your answer?”
(50%–100%; confidence), and (d) “If this was
a phishing e-mail and you fell for it, how bad
would the consequences be?” (1 = not bad at
all, 5 = very bad; perceived consequences).
Experiment 2 randomly assigned participants to
answer either Question a or b, rather than both.
To calculate d′ and c, the behavior decisions
were converted to binary data. Responses of
click link and reply, the two actions that could
expose users to negative consequences, were
interpreted as indicating that participants saw
the message as “legitimate”; all other responses
were categorized as “phishing.”
We included four attention checks. At the
beginning, two multiple-choice questions asked
about the task description: (1) “Where does
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Kelly Harmon work?” and (2) “What is a phishing e-mail?” Embedded in the task were two
e-mail stimuli used as attention checks: (3) “If
you are reading this, please answer that this is a
phishing e-mail” and (4) “If you are reading this,
please answer that this is NOT a phishing
e-mail.” Many participants saw the “legitimate”
stimulus check as suspicious and identified it as
phishing, thereby failing the check (44 for
Experiment 1 and 33 for Experiment 2). Therefore, we removed it from the analysis. Attention
was measured as a binary variable based on the
first three checks. Rather than removing participants who failed checks, we used attention as a
predictor in the regression analyses (described
later). We found similar results (see supplementary materials) when excluding the 10 participants who failed two of three additional attention checks: illogical response (e.g., clicking the
link on an e-mail identified as phishing), spending less than 10 s on more than one e-mail, and
d′ < 0.
We measured the time spent on the phishing
information (phish info time) and e-mails
(median time/e-mail). We used gender, age, and
education to measure demographic differences.
(See supplementary materials for details on
treatment of these variables.)
SDT Analysis

SDT assumes that both signals (phishing) and
noise (legitimate e-mails) can be represented as
distributions of stimuli that vary on the decision
variable (here, having properties of phishing
e-mails). The further apart the distributions, the
greater the sensitivity or d′. The response bias,
c, reflects how biased users are toward treating
a stimulus as signal or noise. It is measured
by how far their decision threshold is from the
intersection of the two distributions. A negative
response bias (c < 0) reflects a tendency to call
uncertain stimuli signals. With phishing as the
signal, negative values of c reflect a tendency
to call uncertain messages phishing, indicating
greater aversion to misses (treating phishing
messages as legitimate) than to false alarms
(treating legitimate messages as phishing).
We estimated the SDT parameters by assuming the signal and noise distributions were
Gaussian with equal variance (Lynn & Barrett,
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2014). To accommodate cases in which participants identified all stimuli correctly or incorrectly, producing hit (H) or false alarm (FA)
rates of 0 or 1, a log-linear correction added 0.5
to the number of hits and false alarms and 1 to
the number of signals (phishing e-mails) or noise
(legitimate e-mails) (Hautus, 1995). Thus,
H = (hits + 0.5)/(signals + 1)
FA = (false alarms + 0.5)/(noise + 1)
d′ = z(H) – z(FA)
c = –0.5[z(H) + z(FA)]
Experiment 1
Procedure

Participants received information about
phishing and then evaluated 40 e-mails. The
information was the PhishGuru comic strip from
Kumaraguru et al. (2010). It noted that attackers
can forge senders and warned, “Don’t trust links
in an e-mail.” For the e-mail evaluation task,
participants examined 19 legitimate e-mails,
19 phishing e-mails, and two attention-check
e-mails. For each e-mail, participants performed
the detection and behavior tasks, then assessed
their confidence in their judgments and the perceived consequences if the e-mail was phishing.
The order of the e-mails was randomized for
each participant. The order of the detection and
behavior tasks was randomized across participants.
Sample

Of the 162 participants who started the
experiment, 152 finished. They were paid $5.
According to self-reports, 58% were female
and 45% had at least a bachelor’s degree. The
mean age was 32 years old, with a range from
19 to 59.
Of the 152 participants, 15 failed at least one
attention check. For the scenario checks, three
failed the work question and nine the phishing
question. For the stimuli check, five failed the
phishing version. They spent a minute or two
(Mdn = 0.95 min, M = 3.2 min, SD = 11.5 min)
on the phishing information and just under a
minute per e-mail (Mdn = 43 s, M = 52 s, SD =
38 s), with a median overall time of 40 min.
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Table 1: Signal Detection Theory Performance Parameter Estimates
Detection Task
Variable

Experiment 1
M (SD)

Experiment 2
M (SD)

d′
c
AUC
β
H
FA
Accuracy

0.96 (0.64)
0.32 (0.46)
0.71 (0.12)
1.59 (1.13)
0.56 (0.19)
0.24 (0.16)
0.67 (0.11)

0.98 (0.80)
0.30 (0.44)
0.70 (0.14)
1.73 (1.49)
0.57 (0.19)
0.25 (0.18)
0.67 (0.13)

Behavior Task
Experiment 1
M (SD)

Experiment 2
M (SD)

Typical Range

0.39 (0.50)
−0.54 (0.66)
0.66 (0.12)
0.88 (0.56)
0.72 (0.21)
0.61 (0.21)
0.56 (0.08)

0.41 (0.54)
−0.75 (0.73)
0.66 (0.12)
0.95 (0.43)
0.79 (0.16)*
0.65 (0.25)
0.43 (0.09)***

0 to 4
−2 to 2
0.5 to 1
0 to 10
0 to 1
0 to 1
0 to 1

Note. AUC = area under the curve; H = hit rate; FA = false alarm rate. Significant difference between Experiments
1 and 2 based on two-sided t test where *p < .05, ***p < .001.

Results and Discussion

Phishing detection performance. We estimated d′ and c for the detection and behavior
tasks separately, denoted by subscripts D and B,
respectively. Table 1 shows aggregate performance. Figure 2 shows individual performance.
Additional analysis found that d′ and c were
constant over the course of the experiment (i.e.,
no learning occurred; see supplementary materials for details). We also estimated the area under
the curve (AUC) for the individual receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves, which is
comparable to d′, and β, which is a function of d′
and c. Closer inspection (detailed in the supplementary materials) suggests that some participants in both tasks appeared to treat misses and
false alarms as equally costly (β = 1), effectively
making accuracy their criterion. In the behavior
task, most participants appeared to minimize
misses (βB < 1). However, their thresholds varied widely for the detection task, with most aiming to minimize false alarms (βD > 1). As
expected, average perceived consequences was
negatively correlated with both βD, r(150) =
−.26, p = .001, and βB, r(150) = −.25, p = .002,
indicating that participants who perceived worse
consequences had lower implicit cost ratios.
Participants with a higher βD also had higher βB,
r(150) = .36, p < .001.
Detection task. Participants’ mean sensitivity
(d′D = 0.96) indicated modest detection ability.
Their mean response bias (cD = 0.32) meant that
they had to be somewhat suspicious before

treating a message as phishing. These parameters
are equivalent to a miss rate of 44% and a false
alarm rate of 24%—both of which would be punishingly high for many computer systems. As seen
in Figure 2a, both parameters varied considerably
across participants. Some had d′D < 0, meaning
they consistently misidentified stimuli. Most had
positive cD values. Such variability suggests that a
system’s vulnerability might be very different
depending on whether it was determined primarily by the average user, the worst user (in terms of
d′ or c), or the best user (as a sentinel for
problems).
Behavior task. When asked how they would
respond to each e-mail, participants demonstrated lower sensitivity (d′ = 0.39), along with a
bias toward not clicking on links (c = −0.54).
This combination is equivalent to a miss rate of
28% and a false alarm rate of 61%, also punishingly high for many systems. Figure 2b shows
the variability in individual performance. Performance on the two tasks was correlated. Participants with a high d′ in the detection task
tended to also have a higher d′ for the behavior
task, r(150) = .61, p < .001. The same was true
for response bias, r(150) = .66, p < .001.
Figure 3a shows responses on the behavior
task, based on whether the participant judged a
message to be phishing or legitimate in the
detection task. Although participants sometimes
acted cautiously with messages that they perceived as legitimate (e.g., checking the link or
sender), they rarely chose to “click link or open
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Figure 2. Individual variation for detection and behavior tasks in Experiments 1 and 2.
The dotted lines denote the mathematical bounds for performance with a false alarm or
miss rate of 0%.

attachment” for e-mails they perceived as phishing. Figure 3b shows these actions as a function
of whether the messages were actually legitimate or phishing. Given participants’ imperfect
detection ability, behaviors consistent with their
beliefs sometimes led to inappropriate actions.
Thus, despite the bias toward not clicking on
links revealed in cB, participants still succumbed
to many phishing attacks. They knew what to do
with legitimate and phishing e-mails, just not
which they were facing.
Regression analysis. Tables 2 and 3 show
multivariate linear regression models predicting
individual participants’ d′ and c between subjects.
Model 1 considers the two between-subjects
experimental task variables: (a) task order and
(b) notification of base rate. Model 2 adds

participants’ other responses: attention, phishing
information time, median time per e-mail, mean
confidence, and mean perceived consequences.
Model 3 adds the three demographic measures:
age, gender, and college degree. Given the
number of statistical tests (11), we use alpha =
.01 as the threshold for significance and include
tests at the alpha = .05 level, for the reader’s
convenience.
Model 1: Manipulated between-subject variables. Whether participants performed the detection or the behavior task first did not predict d′ or
c for either task, nor did whether they received
explicit notification of the base rate, p > .01.
Model 2: Responses to stimuli. Participants
who failed the attention checks had lower sensitivity on the detection task but were no different
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Figure 3. Proportion of behavior based on (a) perceived and (b, c) actual type of e-mail.

on the other performance parameters. Thus,
users who paid less attention also exhibited
lower discrimination ability but did not differ in
how cautiously they acted, given their perceptions. Time spent on the phishing information
was not correlated with d′ or c, for either task.
Participants who spent more time per e-mail
were less likely to click on links (i.e., lower cB),
but were no different on the other parameters.

The median time spent on each e-mail was
uncorrelated to confidence and perceived consequences, p > .01.
For the detection task, participants’ sensitivity was positively correlated with their confidence, consistent with having some metacognitive ability (i.e., knowing how much they know).
Participants who were more likely to treat
e-mails as legitimate (i.e., higher cD) also tended
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152
−0.01
0.24

0.91 (0.09)***
0.07 (0.10)
0.02 (0.10)

B (SE)

142
0.15
4.43***

−2.12 (0.67)**
0.04 (0.10)
0.08 (0.10)
0.52 (0.18)**
0.05 (0.04)
0.40 (0.22)
2.45 (0.65)***
0.07 (0.08)

B (SE)
−1.32 (0.98)
0.02 (0.10)
0.04 (0.10)
0.49 (0.18)**
0.05 (0.04)
0.48 (0.23)*
2.23 (0.67)**
0.08 (0.08)
−0.22 (0.21)
0.11 (0.10)
0.19 (0.10)
142
0.16
3.71***

B (SE)

Model 2: Stimuli Model 3: Individual
Variables
Variables

Detection Task

Note. Confidence was evaluated from 0.5 to 1 and perceived consequences were evaluated from 1 to 5.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Intercept
Knowledge of base rate
Task order (detection = 1)
Attention (pass = 1)
Log(phish info time)
Median time/e-mail
Average confidence
Average perceived consequences
Log(age)
Gender (male = 1)
College (college degree = 1)
N
Adjusted R2
F

Variable

Model 1: Task
Manipulations

Table 2: Regression Models for d′ (Experiment 1)

152
0
0.84

0.34 (0.07)***
0.11 (0.08)
0 (0.08)

B (SE)

Model 1: Task
Manipulations

142
0.03
1.59

−1.28 (0.56)*
0.10 (0.08)
−0.01 (0.08)
0.15 (0.15)
−0.03 (0.04)
0.04 (0.18)
1.34 (0.55)*
0.09 (0.06)

B (SE)

−0.09 (0.83)
0.10 (0.08)
−0.05 (0.09)
0.12 (0.15)
−0.03 (0.03)
0.17 (0.19)
1.11 (0.57)
0.11 (0.06)
−0.33 (0.17)
0.06 (0.09)
0.10 (0.09)
142
0.05
1.68

B (SE)

Model 2:
Model 3: Individual
Stimuli Variables
Variables

Behavior Task
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152
0
0.25

0.32 (0.07)***
0.03 (0.07)
−0.04 (0.07)

B (SE)

Behavior Task

142
0.18
5.34***

−0.43 (0.47)
0.01 (0.07)
−0.01 (0.07)
0.08 (0.13)
0.01 (0.03)
0.03 (0.15)
1.68 (0.46)***
−0.24 (0.05)***

B (SE)
0.06 (0.70)
0.01 (0.07)
−0.01 (0.07)
0.08 (0.13)
0.01 (0.03)
0.10 (0.16)
1.81 (0.48)***
−0.24 (0.05)***
−0.17 (0.15)
−0.13 (0.07)
0.02 (0.07)
142
0.18
4.16***

B (SE)

152
0.01
1.57

−0.67 (0.10)***
0.16 (0.11)
0.12 (0.11)

B (SE)

142
0.37
13.02***

−0.64 (0.59)
0.12 (0.09)
0.11 (0.09)
−0.19 (0.16)
0 (0.04)
−0.79 (0.19)***
2.34 (0.58)***
−0.43 (0.07)***

B (SE)

0.10 (0.87)
0.13 (0.09)
0.11 (0.09)
−0.19 (0.16)
0.01 (0.04)
−0.70 (0.20)***
2.38 (0.59)***
−0.42 (0.07)***
−0.22 (0.18)
−0.14 (0.09)
−0.13 (0.09)
142
0.39
9.85***

B (SE)

Model 2: Stimuli Model 3: Individual Model 1: Task Model 2: Stimuli Model 3: Individual
Variables
Variables
Manipulations
Variables
Variables

Detection Task

Note. Confidence was evaluated from 0.5 to 1 and perceived consequences were evaluated from 1 to 5.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Intercept
Knowledge of base rate
Task order (detection = 1)
Attention (pass = 1)
Log(phish info time)
Median time/e-mail
Average confidence
Average perceived consequences
Log(age)
Gender (male = 1)
College (college degree = 1)
N
Adjusted R2
F

Variable

Model 1: Task
Manipulations

Table 3: Regression Models for c (Experiment 1)
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to be more confident. Participants who saw more
severe consequences were less likely to identify
e-mails as legitimate but had no difference in
sensitivity. For the behavior task, participants
who were more likely to click on links (i.e.,
higher cB) tended to be more confident and perceive fewer consequences. We observed no differences in terms of sensitivity.
Model 3: Demographics. No demographic
variable was a significant predictor of d′ or c, for
either task, p > .01.
For both tasks, d′ and c were unrelated to
whether participants were notified of the base
rate or which task they completed first. Notification may have had no effect because participants
who received no notice assumed a base rate
close to 50% (because it was an experiment) or
because those who received notice did not (or
could not) incorporate the stated base rate in
their responses given that there was no feedback
(Goodie & Fantino, 1999; Newell & Rakow,
2007). Task order might have had no effect
because once participants performed both tasks
on a few stimuli, the two merged in their minds.
Experiment 2 examines this possibility, as well
as replicating the study as a whole, by having
each participant perform just one task.
Experiment 2
Procedure

Experiment 2 repeats the procedure of Experiment 1, except that participants were randomly
assigned to perform either the detection or the
behavior task.
Sample

One hundred participants completed the
online experiment, with 52 performing the
detection task and 48 the behavior task. Participants who had completed Experiment 1 were
not eligible for Experiment 2 (and were screened
using mTurk qualifications). They were paid $5.
The median time spent was 30 min. According
to self-reports, 48% were female and 40% had
at least a bachelor’s degree. The mean age was
33 years old, with a range of 19 to 60.
Of the 100 participants, nine failed at least
one attention check. For the scenario checks,
one participant failed the work question and four

the phishing question. Four failed the stimulus
check. Presumably because participants completed only one task, the median time per e-mail
was shorter (Mdn = 29 s, M = 43 s, SD = 49 s),
t(183) = 2.87, p = .005. There was no significant
difference in time spent on the phishing information, p > .05.
Results and Discussion

In Experiment 2, participants explicitly performed only one of the two tasks. As seen in
Table 1 and Figure 2, performance was remarkably similar to Experiment 1, where participants
performed both. Two-sided t tests showed no
significant differences (p > .05) between the
studies in sensitivity, response bias, confidence,
or perceived consequences. The supplementary
materials provide additional detail.
One possible explanation for the similarity of
the results in the two experiments is that people
implicitly make a detection decision when making a behavioral choice and vice versa. As a
result, the second task is there implicitly, even
when not performed explicitly. If so, then the
similarity of the results suggests the robustness
of performance on these tasks, which was also
unaffected by the order in which they were performed and whether the base rate was stated.
The few differences between the experiments,
reported in the supplementary materials, were in
whether coefficients in the regressions were
above or below statistical significance (with the
signs being consistent).
General Discussion

SDT disentangles and quantifies sensitivity
and response bias. Here, we apply it to distinguishing phishing e-mails from legitimate ones,
looking separately at detection (is this message
phishing?) and behavior (how will you respond
to it?), building on previous research (Kumaraguru et al., 2010; Pattinson et al., 2012; Sheng
et al., 2010; Vishwanath et al., 2011; Wright &
Marett, 2010). After reviewing phishing information, participants evaluated 40 e-mail messages on behalf of a fictitious recipient. For
each message, they expressed their confidence
in their evaluation and rated the severity of
the consequences if the e-mail was phishing.

Signal Detection for Phishing Detection

Experimental manipulations varied whether the
detection and behavior tasks were performed
together or separately, which was done first
(when together), and whether the 50% base rate
of phishing messages was stated explicitly.
Our results suggest four primary findings.
First, participants’ behavior almost always
reflected appropriate or cautious actions, given
their detection beliefs (Figure 3). However,
their imperfect detection ability meant that such
conditionally appropriate behavior still allowed
many successful phishing attacks. Thus, it appears
that users have learned what to do about phishing but not when to do it.
Second, the two tasks, deciding whether a
message is legitimate and what to do about it,
are naturally intertwined. In Experiment 1, performance on the two tasks was correlated, such
that participants who had a higher d′ for one also
had higher d′ for the other. Moreover, performance was the same, whichever task was completed first, suggesting that the two could not be
separated. Experiment 2 showed similar performance with participants who explicitly performed just one of the tasks. Given how intertwined the two tasks seem to be, interventions
that address one might naturally address the
other. An intervention that succeeded in separating them might improve detection, by focusing
users on that task before moving on to behavior,
and improve behavior, by allowing time to
reflect on the limits to their detection ability.
However, as Herley (2009, 2014) observed,
slowing the process degrades the user experience, hence might be rejected, even if that is just
what users need.
Third, the differences between cD and cB suggest that participants used different decision
strategies for the two tasks. SDT research has
found that participants’ response bias (c) is sensitive to both the base rate and the costs of correct and incorrect choices. The present results
suggest that all participants assumed roughly the
same (50%) base rate. Stating that rate explicitly
made no difference in either experiment, nor
was there evidence of learning over the course
of the experiment. Therefore, differences in c
can be attributed to differences in perceived
costs. Although the experiment imposed no
actual costs, participants might reasonably have
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imported cost expectations from their everyday
lives.
Responses to the detection task indicated that
most participants treated false alarms as more
costly than misses (β > 1), whereas the ratio was
reversed for the behavior tasks (β < 1). Wickelgren (1977) shows how, even when payoffs
are clear, people may lack the feedback needed
to estimate how well they are achieving their
desired trade-offs. Thus, our estimates of response
bias represent the trade-offs that participants
achieved and not necessarily those that they
intended. To the extent that these estimates capture participants’ actual preferences, they suggest users engage in relatively lax screening for
detection, in contrast to more rigorous evaluation for behavior.
Fourth, individual performance varies widely,
for both d′ and c. In the regression analyses, the
most consistent predictors were participants’
confidence in their ability and perception of the
consequences. Confidence was strongly related
to d′ for the detection task and more weakly for
the behavior task—consistent with the common result that confidence is positively, but
imperfectly, correlated with knowledge (Fischhoff & MacGregor, 1986; Lichtenstein &
Fischhoff, 1980; Moore & Healy, 2008; Parker
& Stone, 2014). For both tasks, more confident
individuals had higher values of c and hence
were more willing to treat messages as legitimate. Participants who saw greater consequences had lower values of c and hence were
less willing to treat messages as legitimate, a
result found in other studies of phishing detection (Sheng et al., 2010; Welk et al., 2015;
Wright & Marett, 2010). In future research,
better measurement of perceived consequences
might improve these predictions and clarify
the causal relationship.
Future research using SDT also offers the
possibility of assessing the effects of interventions that might affect both d′ and c, such as brief
training exercises at a high base rate with full
feedback (Kaivanto, 2014; Wolfe et al., 2007,
2013), phishing detection games (Kumaraguru
et al., 2010; Sheng et al., 2010; Welk et al.,
2015), and communicating cost information
(Davinson & Sillence, 2010; Hardee, Mayhorn,
& West, 2006). Authors of that research could
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also examine the effects of targeting users who
pose the greatest threat to system performance
(Egelman & Peer, 2015), such as those identified here with d′ < 0—indicating no detection
ability or even systematic confusion.
The patterns observed in these two experiments were robust across three manipulations
that could, plausibly, have affected them,
namely, notifying participants of the base rate,
separating the detection and behavior tasks, and
varying their order. Although that robustness
increases confidence in these patterns, we would
hesitate to generalize the performance estimates
observed here beyond the present experimental
setting. Speculatively, sensitivity might be better
or worse with individuals’ personal e-mails,
found in a more familiar context but also amid
the distractions of everyday life, where monitoring phishing is a secondary task. Indeed, performance here might be a best-case scenario, with
phishing the primary task and a high base rate of
signals (Wolfe et al., 2007). Nonetheless, performance here was still imperfect, despite evidence
suggesting that participants were trying (e.g.,
attention checks, orderly regression results,
robustness of replication, and differential
responses to the detection and behavior tasks that
plausibly reflect real-world sensitivity).
Overall, participants exhibited cautious,
informed behavior. However, their detection
ability was sufficiently poor that their behavior
could imperil computer systems dependent on
this human element. Based on these results, two
promising places for system operators to focus
are helping users to understand the consequences
of successful phishing attacks and the validity of
the signal sent by their own feelings of confidence.
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Key Points
•• Users had imperfect ability to determine whether
e-mail messages were legitimate or phishing.
•• Users knew how to deal with phishing attempts
but not always when to execute those actions,
given their limited detection ability.
•• Interventions could focus on helping users to
understand the consequences of falling for phishing attacks and how much to trust their ability to
detect them.
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